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T‘%0 University of Maine students were
sated front drowning on Monday night
when their cries for help were heard by
other persons in nearby fraternity houses,
after Donna Weymouth, of Abbot, and
Leslie Higgins, of Bar Harbor, had broken through the ice while skating on the
Stillwater River near the rear of the
University's power house.
The two were skating up the river, and
the darkness made it impossible to see the
open water ahead. They plunged into the
stream about a hundred feet apart, and
both began to cry for help. Their cries
attracted a crowd of over 200 students.
The first on the scene were Doc Foster,
James O'Connor, Donald Frazier, and
Alfred Fuller. Foster and Fuller concentrated their efforts on rescuing Miss Weymouth, while O'Connor and Frazier attempted to assist Higgins. The current
of the river, which is quite strong at this
point, made the rescuing operations rather
difficult.
A long pipe was used to rescue Miss
Weymouth. Foster shoved the pipe to
Miss Weymouth, while he himself was
being held by Fuller. Frazier, held by
O'Connor, crawled to Higgins' aid and
removed him from the icy waters.
Miss Weymouth was conscious when
she was pulled from the water, but collapsed before she had been taken to shore.
Higgins was unconscious when he was
taken from the water. The two were
rushed into the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
house where they were treated by Dr. W.
C. Hall and Dr. E. Tomlinson of Orono.
They are now fully recovered.
Considerable attention was drawn to the
affair by the . Orono Fire Department,
which was called so that their pulmotor
could be used in the resuscitation operations.
This is the second skating accident in
the past few days on the river as the icy
waters very nearly took their first toll of
the year Sunday night.
John Stinchfield of Wayne, freshman
if Hannibal Hamlin Hall and his roommate. Frank Chadwick of Haverhill, were
skating at midstream when the solid appearing ice gave way and Stinchfield was
plunged into the water. Weighted down
by wet heavy clothing and hindered by a
strong current. Stinchfield struggled
mightily before he could reach a spot
where his roommate lying flat on the ice,
awaited him. After the ice had given way
several times, Chadwick finally pulled his
weakened classmate to safety.
After running to the nearby dormittortes and after a hot shower the youths
were little the worse for the experience.

Announce Time
Of Registration
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
All students in Agriculture, Forestry,
and Home Economics should consult the
bulletin board in WINSLOW HALL
concerning hours for registration. Prolessor Dorsey instead of Dean Merrill
wiii sign cards. See bulletin board for
dates when he will sign registration cards.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES
Fla.S11 MEN may register in 100 Stevens
Hall, as follows:
Thursday. January 26 from 10 to
12 A.M.
Friday, Jan. 27 front 1.30 to 4 P.M.
Monday, Jan. 30 front 10 to 12 A.M.
Tuesday. Jan. 31 from 10 to 12 A.M.
Wednesday, Feb. 1 from 1.30 to
4 P.M.
Thursday, Feb. 2 from 1.30 to 4 P.M.
1.1,PLRCLASSIdEN

in Itotany: Students majoring in Rotor Entomology, register with Dr.
atritunetz, 24 Coburn, front 8 A.M. to 5
NI. daily from Wednesday, January .25
to Thursday, February 2. Registration
mutt he completed by Friday. Feb. 3.
fl conomics & Sociology: See Buttetat Board of Department.
ti Lducation :
See Dean Lutes at 26
1- ernald, Tuesday, January 24. all day:
Tuesday and Wednesday, January 31 and
ebruary
in Esirdisa : See Professor Ellis as follows: Wednesday, January 25 from 10 to
1 1.30 A.M.; Thursday, January 26, from
10 to 11.30 and 2 to P..11.;
4
Friday, Januar)
. 27. from 2 to 4 P.M. Monday, January 30. from 9 to
11.30 A.M.; Tuesday,
January 31 from 2 to 4.30 P.M.; Wennes(Continued on Page Two)

The official pledging date for fraternities this year will be February
15, according to an announcement
made by Dean Larnert S. Corbett.
At five o'clock on that date, the
freshmen will see one of the biggest nights of campus activity,
pledging night.
Said Dean Corbett, "It might be
well to remind the freshmen that
any pledge given prior to February
15, 1933. by freshmen is not binding.
However, if a man accepts a bid on
or after that date, he is definitely
pledged to that fraternity. A man
breaking a pledge must wait a year
front the time of breaking the pledge
before a new pledge may be made."

Kappa Psi sorority has decided to dissolve by common agreement of all members. Kappa Psi is the oldest local sorority on this campus, having been founded
in 1923. They have built up an excellent
reputation as a social and scholastic group.
In order to preserve the name and aims
of the sorority, Kappa Psi has arranged
to leave a loan fund of $200 to the University of Maine. A part of this fund is to
be awarded each year to a woman of the
junior or senior class whose scholarship
and conduct is deserving, and who is in
need of financial assistance. The loan
fund is to go into effect this spring semester.
Kappa Psi has also made a contribution
to the Unemployment Fund of Orono.
(Continued on Page Two)

HEALTH BAN CHECKS FOSTER WINNER IN
MAINE'S SOCIAL LIFE SPEAKING CONTEST
Fear of Grippe Renewal Is Competition Among Colleges
Reason Given Out by
Scheduled To Take Place
Health Committee
At Maine Next Month
All social functions scheduled for the
past week-end were cancelled at the request of the committee on health. The
action was considered necessary because
of the wide-ratread epidemic of colds and
influenza.
Although the peak of the disease has
been reached, it was felt that with a renewed out-break the institution might be
criticized. With final examinations only
ten days away, students are finding it difficult to make up work missed through
illness, and a renewal of the epidemic
would seriously impair preparation for
finals.

Kenneth Foster '34 was chosen first
prize winner and the University of Maine
representative for the oratorical contest
in which all Maine colleges will participate here on Feb. 21. The second prize
was given to Robert Reese '34.
The competition which took place Tues-

day was the preliminary contest sponsored by the Intercollegiate Pt.ace Association.
Kenneth Cleaves, Walter
Emerson, and John Willey were the other
contestants. The board of judges was
composed of twenty students chosen from
the public speaking classes of Mr. BricThe social functions which were affect- ker. Kendrick Sparrow '35 acted as
ed by this action are: the Sophomore chairman.
Eagles stag dance, which was to be held
in Alumni Gym Friday evening; the Balentine-Maples informal, scheduled for Auto Accident Victims
Saturday evening in Alumni Gym; ColShow Improvement
vin Hall informal party. Saturday evefling; and the Sigma Chi informal, which
Miss Margaret Sewall and Miss Libby
had been scheduled for Saturday evening. Philbrook, freshman girls who were inAt present, new dates have not been set jured in the automobile accident on the
for these parties, which will be held early Old Town road two weeks ago, are imnext semester.
proving as rapidly as can be expected.
No social activities will he held this
Miss Philbrook who has been in the
week-end as it is the last before final ex- Deering Hospital in (lid Town, has now
aminations.
sufficiently recovered to return to the
Sewall home. Miss Sewall, who is at the
Arthur L. Deering, director of the Ex- Eastern Maine General Hospital in Bantension Service and president of the Gen- gor. will have her leg in a cast for a month.
eral Alumni Association, has been made a It is expected that they will be able to
member of the Regional Agricultural resume their studies in about five weeks.
Credit Corporation, a division of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. He is
also a member of the loan committee of
the corporation.
Other members of the committee are:
R. H. Burris, manager of the corporation;
By Cecil G. Garland
Henry W. Cushman, president of the
Assistant Professor of Economics and
Merrill Trust Company; Harry A. LittleSociology
field, president of the Eastern Trust ComI refuse to he alarmed by the gloomy
pany; and William H. Martin, former
president of the Bangor Chamber of Com- prediction of Technocracy. When I am
told that the machine has achieved such efmerce.
ficiency that if the present rate of labor
displacement is continued our 10,000,000
unemployed will be increased to 20,000,000
or more by 1934, I demand reasonable
proof. When I am told that democracy
failed; that socialism. communism,
has
Thursday, January 19
likewise are inadequate to cope
facism
and
7:30 P.M. Three one act plays--Chapel
with the machine; I must be convinced.
7:30 P.M. Liberal Club MeetingWhen I ant told that the "price" system
275 Stevens Hall
is doomed, that our present economic and
Friday, January 20
social order must be discarded; when I
1 :00 P.M. Campus meeting-Carnrus
told that the developments of centuries
am
office
replaced with something called
3:30-5 :00 P.M. Registration for beard- must be
Technocracy, when I hear these things I
growing contest-Caliapicr
demand the proof.
(Ace
I fail to thrill to the mirage when Tech21
January
Saturday,
holds out a chromium-plated, rust
nocracy
in
Portland
2:00 P.M. Frosh vs. South
proof millenium in the following proposal
track
"Turn over the business system to the
7:00 P.M. Basketball. Frosh B vs.
Technocrats and for the labor of the workM ilhridge
ing population between the ages of 25 to
8:00 P.M. Basketball, Frosh A vs.
45 for four hours a day, four days a week
Kents Hill
for 10 months per year receive a standard
Sunday, January 22
1919 or approx7:30 P.M. Contributors' Club Meeting. of living ten times that of
income for
year
per
$20,000
a
imately
Mount Vernon
every one." Are these prophecies based
Wednesday, January 25
on fact or on fiction?
Exams begin for Arts and Sciences
Now let us look at the supporting data.
College
proof there is none. No one
Convincing
Station
broadcast
Campus
7.00 P.M.
the machine has increased
that
deny
will
WEBZ
the efficiency of production. But that the
Friday, January 27
when human labor can
Exams begin for Aggie and Tech Colleges time has arrived

"How's the whiskers on your chin?
How has everybody been?
How do you do, Andy Gump, flow are you?"
Can you grow a beard? The Maine Campus announces a mammoth
beard-growing contest open to all undergraduates. Competition will begin

Cut To Take Effect on Building Program, Activities,
And Salaries

tomorrow, Friday, afternoon and last for two weeks. At the end of that
The University will operate the next
time the contestants will present themselves to the judges for inspection, two years
on a budget reduced $160,000
and the person with the best beard in the opinion of the judges will be annually,
according to an announcement
awarded the grand prize. There will also be a second prize, and the permade early in the week by Bertram E.
son taking third place will receive honorable mention. President Herbert Packard,
gate Commissioner of EducaLewis and secretary-treasurer Monroe Romansky of the Senior Skulls tion.
and President John F. Wilson of the Student Senate will be the judges of
According to the Associated Press:
the contest.
"This reduction," he said, "will be offset by such economies as the administraThe rules of the contest are:
tion may find necessary and "it will pracI. All contestants must present
tically mean a suspension for two years in
themselves, clean shaven, for inspecbuilding construction, although such contion at the Maine Campus office on
struction is very much needed, further
the third floor of the M. C. A. Buildcurtailment in university activities, and a
ing between 3:30 and 5:00 o'clock on
readjustment of salary schedules."
Friday afternoon, January 20.
Because the state valuation, which is the
Intramural
Ball
Takes
Place
2. All contestants must again prebasis for the application of the university
sent themselves to the judges at the
February 21. Band
one mill tax, is to be reduced approximateBook Store between 3:30 and 5:00
ly $60,000,000, the university's appropriaTo
Be
Announced
o'clock on Friday afternoon, Februtions will be automatically cut $60,000 a
ary 3.
A mid-winter ball queen to preside over year. On top of that loss the trustees,
3. The winning beard will be the
the annual mid-winter ball will be an in- "believing that the present emergency
one which in the opinion of the judges
novation in that social activity here this would justify further economies in univeris longest, cleanest, most evenly disyear. The ball will be held on the eve- sity administration • •• decided the unitributed, and most handsome.
ning of February 21, the night before versity should be prepared and should
4. There is no restriction on the
agree to return to the state in each year
Washington's birthday.
amount of hair tonic that contestants
for the next two years a sum of $100,000
According to an announcement made
may use.
which is equivalent to 14 per cent of the
yesterday by the committee in charge of
amount authorized under the one mill tax
5. Contestants may shave during
the hall consisting of: Jack Leddy, chairlaw," Packard said.
the contest if they think they have a
man, Monroe Romansky, John Doyle, and
chance of winning even after giving
Ralph Stone. the queen may be any girl, "This voluntary contribution," he said,
the other contestants a head start.
either a student at Maine or an outsider, "together with the automatic reduction in
6. The nature of the prize will be
who attends the ball. A vote of the entire income caused by the reduced state valukept secret until the contest closes,
student body will be taken with all girls ation, means that the university will opbut contestants are assured that it will
eligible for election. Then the names of erate during each of the next two years on
be not only useful, but also ornamentthe highest in the student vote will be a budget reduced by approximately $160,al. There will be a first and second
placed upon a ball'it, and those having 000, a reduction of over 21 per cent comprize and the third best beard will retickets to the ball will vote on the evening pared to the present year."
ceive honorable mention.
The construction program now underof the ball. The queen will be awarded a
7. All contestants are expected to
way involves the completion of two wings
most attractive prize.
shave immediately following the close
The orchestra for the affair, the com- to the Arts and Sciences building. The
of the contest.
mittee announced, will be one which has memorial gynmasium, now in process of
The Campus announces that its purpose never played
at the University before, and construction, is being erected at no cost to
in sponsoring this contest is merely to the name
of it will be divulged in the near the state, it being a gift to the institution
provide a bit of diversion front the drudg- fut ore.
front its alumni.
ery of final examinations. The Campus
Packard said the treasurer of the unifurther wishes to announce that it is not
versity has been instructed to pay $50,000
starting a campaign to break the razor Freshman Girls Discard
at once to the state as a means toward asblade industry, put the barbers out of busiBerets After Games Sat. sisting in balancing the state budget for
ness, break the shaving cream trust, or disthe current fiscal year ending June 30.
cover some new Mr. Hydes for the motion
Although the sophomore girls won over "If an additional amount is required the
picture industry. The Campus also is not the freshmen by a score of 60-40 in the trustees stand willing to cooperate in
going into the hair tonic industry, or plan- annual Games Carnival on Saturday morn- every possible way to meet the
emerning to start a House of David bridge ing, freshman caps are off. This decision gency." he declared.
team.
was announced by the All Maine Women
Don't forget! Register Friday at and approved by the Eagles, on account
the Campus office
of the good sportsmanship shown by the
freshmen.
The carnival, held in Alumni gym,
opened with the entrance of the freshmen,
Two new courses in the College of
marching to the freshman band song, anil
dressed in regulation gym suits with green Technology, which will be offered next
be eliminated, that technological unem- crepe paper capes and green bows on their semester are:
Civil Eng. 82-Advanced Engineering
ployment is permanent and destructive is caps and shoes. Following time freshmen,
denied, at least until it is proved. Al- the sophomores entered, and formed the Geology.-The study and application of
though the Technocrats threaten a nation- letters S and F on the floor. After songs geology to the engineering phases of conal bankruptcy within 18 months yet they and cheers, the games got under way, struction problems. Such subjects as rivdo not disclose the data and methods with one of the All Maine Wipmen in er improvements, shore line protection,
whereby they arrive at such conclusions. charge of each game and acting as official. ground water, quarrying, earthquakes,
Such data as is disclosed as to the efficien- Each class was well represented in the fol- dams and reservoirs, will be considered.
lowing events : dodge ball, ladder climb- A part of the work includes presentation
cy of the machine is grossly exaggerated,
inaccurate and misleading since it fails to ing. Eliza crossing the ice, spelling match, and discussion of reports. Prerequisites,
show the whole truth. Of twelve examples bean bag relay, balloon race, and broad 16 and 25. Classroom, three hours a week.
Three credit hours. Mr. Twinem, instrucof increased machine efficiency shown by jump.
tor.
the Technocrats ten are more or less inaccurate. For example, technocracy states
Mechanical Eng. 78-Mechanical Labthat in pig iron production otle man could.
oratory- A course arranged for students
in 1929, produce what 650 men could have
taking hydraulic option, in Civil Engineerdone in 1879-the implication being that
ing. Testing of impulse and reaction waThe following magazines are missing :ei- wheels, flow measurement and friction
production has been speeded u p650 times.
Actually the production per man was in- from the Library. The return of any of in pipes and channels, etc. Course 73 is
creased 23.2 times. Whether or not the them will be greatly appreciated.
prerequisite. Laboratory, three hours a
"American Forests," June. Sept., Oct., week. One and one-half credit hours. Mr.
machine permanently displaces men depends upon the elasticity of demand for 1932; "Amer. Journal of Botany," July Sparrow.
the product produced. The readjustment and November, 1932; "Atlantic Monthly."
and reabsorption of men in other and new July. 1932; "Congressional Digest," Mar.,
The annual interscholastic high school
industries has normally occurred. What 1932; "Dept. of Elementary School Prin- basketball tournament will he held in the
of the men back of the machine;? Those cipals Bulletin," July, 1932; "Forum," Memorial Armory March 9, 10, and 11.
who produce the machine, mine the ore, August, 1932; "1Iarper's," October, 1932; The State Championship between the winrefine the metal, lubricate and service the "Pl. of Abnormal and Social Psychology," ners of the Maine and Bates tournaments
machine, do they not tend to take up the April-June, 1932; 11. of Chemical Edu- will be played off at Bates on the followcation," Sept., 1932.
slack in unemployment?
ing week.
"JI. of the Amer. Statistical Assoc.,"
Aer the engineers better fitted to rule
than our business enterprisers? Will the Sept., 1932; inner-Senior High School
Those wishing to buy a Prism
sacrifice of individual initiative and the Clearing House," Nov., 1932; "Mathe- should order immediately as only
abandonment of our price system be re- matics Teacher." May, 1932; "Mechanical enough paper will be ordered for
placed with something better under Tech- Engineering,' May, 1932; "Nature," Aug use in the number of books that are
nocracy? In what way is their "energy 6, 1932; "Peabody Journal of FAiii ation." asked for. Therefore it is imporcurrency" better than a managed cur- July, 1932; "Poetry." July, 1932.
tant that orders be put in promptly
(Continued on Page Two)
(Continued on Page Two)
to be certain of getting a Prism.

QUEEN TO BE PICKED
AT MID-WINTER HOP

Tech College:Will]
Give New Courses

TECH KNOCK RACY

Campus Calendar

TOTAL IS 21P. C. LOWER

Many Magazines Are
Missing from Library
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Vie Oa.Campus
Published Thursdays during the college year
by ihe students of the Uni,ersity of Maine.
Editor-in-Chlef
Associate Editor
Managing Editor

Norman Brokenshire Tunes Up Chesterfield
Radio Stars for the New Year

NCDPUS

James E. DeCearty, '34
Id Isseishise Nutty, '33
Sherwta L. Stanley, '3/

OW THAT the frosh have finished working their heads off trying ).
get upperclassmen to write their long themes for them, many a sigh t.1
relief has been sighed.... We beg to announce a new racket—Jig.
Saw Puzzles for Rent, five cents per day front 100 to 300 pieces. Room lt)ii,
Balentine." Come quick while they last (not the girls, you dope)....Imagine
Gerry Waxman's embarrassment when he found he v.:as snowballing Lt. Col.
Peanut Bunker.... Personal nomination for the best looking bangs on canpus—none other than Louise Steeves....Funeral rites were observed Saturday at the Maples when the freshman hats were strung up at half-mast....
Maybe it was exuberance over winning the Frosh-Soph meet, or maybe it
was just absent-mindedness—anyway ,one cute kid used cold cream on her
teeth and insisted something was wrong. It's a good thing it wasn't vanishing cream....Frank Peaslee's pin has made a happy landing—it's Sue Lord's
now. Both are doing well, thank you.... We understand that Jack Dickson,
former Senior Skull president, is unintentionally breaking many hearts in
Connecticut. Same old Jack.... Speaking of Dickson, that reminds us that
the foresters are coming, hooray, hooray. And Dixie's so excited these days
she sent Freddie a letter to Princeton, Mass.....Speaking of foresters, they'll
be in top shape to enter the local beard-growing contest. Still, they won't be
amateurs, and 'taint fair to the rest of us. Women are not barred from entering the contest, we presume? One innocent thinks it's just another agriAnd speaking of beards, how's the
cultural experiment—well, isn't it
shadow on your lip progressing, Kilgore? We hope there won't be an eclipse
....We wonder what it was that made Paul Langlois miss his supper Sunday nite alter his little visit to Dexter. Of course, walking all over town
takes time—we understand, Paul, or boy. Come home now,all is forgiven....
We regret about our not being quite specific, to wit: the Judd who was mentioned last week is not Morris Judd of Phi Mu Delta. Your time, will come,
Morris
And one of the Balentine candidates for house-prexy promises to
give the co-eds beer Sunday nites instead of cocoa. Here's luck to you, pal—
we'll take ours straight.... We wonder how it feels to be a popular local
musician and have to "cool off" your hot music in Old Town, as so-and-so
did last Sunday nite....Picture of content: Sam Bachrach surrounded by a
bevy of beautiful frosh in the libe. 11That price education
Stubbaport
spent the week recuperating at the Dunn family mansion in Bangor, and so—
Merrita caught up on her home-work....Can Romansky keep his promise?
Ask Marj and Dixie.. Well, here's hoping your finals don't turn out to be
final....Love and kisses from the face on the bathroom floor.

STAR REPORTERS
Pronlvost, John WIIltV
REPORTERS
Richard Adams, Orissa Frost, Raymond Gail
Muley. Inez Howe. Allegra lngerson, Burton
len. Helen Peabody, Ruth %Valenta, Cynthia
54 asgatt.
CUB RIPOTERS
Rachel Adams. Natalie Buchan, Darrell
Brown, David Brown, Janet Brown, Velma
Colson, Margaret Denton, Barbara Edes, Anna
Elusion, Max Fitch, Edna Grange, Margaret
Harriman. Arnold Kaplan, Ernestine Moore,
Stuart Mosher, Dorothy Moynihan, Evelyn
Pollard, Ernest Saunders, Bettina Sullivan.
Gerald Waxman, Eleanor West.
Roger H. Heder, '34
Business Manager _
Advertising Manager Stanwood R. Searles, '34
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DEPARTMENT EDITORS
Philip G. Pendell, '15
News (Men)
Doris A. Hutchinson. '3.1
News (Women)
Robert Berg.
(Men)
Sports
Fern E. Allen, '14
Sports (Wonien)
.Evelyn M. Gleason, '33
Society
Rose Snider, '11
Features

Address all business correspondence to the
Business Manager; all other correspondence
to the Editor-in-Chief.
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice, Orono, Maine.
Printed at the University Press,
Orono, Maine.
Office on the third floor of the M. C. A.
Building. Tel. Extension 51
Subscription: $1.00 a year.

Sur

George Shelton, Ruth Etting, Bing Crosby, Norman
Reading from left to right, Tom Howard,
Brokenshire and Lennie Hayton.

Class Presents
CORRESPONDENCE Play
'That Ferguson Family'

Announce Time of Registration
(Continued from Page One)
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day, February 1 from 9.30 to 11.30 A.M.;
(The correspondence columns of The Campus
The ila) production class presented Thursday, February 2, from 2 to 4; Frito the public on pertinent sub)ects,
The United States is engulfed in a ser- are oyes
should
All
letters
welcomed.
are
and letters
day, February 3, from 9 to 11.30 A.M.
ious economic depression. We have the be signed with the author's real name, but a Howard Chenery's, "That Ferguson Famin French: See Professor Fundenburg
pen name will be used In publication of the
paradox of having more than we need letter if desired. The Ideas stated in these ily," in chapel Tuesday evening. The cast as follows: daily January 17 to 21, from
Camof
The
necessarily
those
not
columns
are
than
more
needing
with nearly everyone
presented a well-rounded performance, 1.30 to 2.25; Tuesday, January 17 from
pus and should not be so considered. The ell.
3.15 to 5 P.M. also.
he has. In the fall of 1929 this depression tor reserves the right to withhold any letter each doing his part well.
sir • part of any letter)
in German See Professor Drununond.
started. It is now the spring of 1933 and
The cast:
in history: See Professor Dow.
conditions are constantly growing worse, Editor, the Moine L'onitus
in Latin: See Dean Chase.
Mertie Ferguson, Cora Barton, '33;
in Mathematics: See Professor Willdespite the efforts of governments and
Tech Knock Racy
Fred Ferguson, Everett Page, '33; Tavie ard, Wednesday and Thursday, January
Dear Sir:
Oak Hall Bridge Tourney
men to make a change for the better.
(Continued from Page One)
when one of the Cam- Ferguson, Sylvia Eames, '33; Joe Fergu- 25 and 26, from 8 to 11.30 A.M.
days
ago
A
few
Progresses Fifth of Way
Ten years ago, Howard Scott, engineer
in Public Speaking: See Professor
pus reporters requested me to write an son, Errol Higgins, '33; Rupert Stricker,
Bailey, Wednesday and Thursday, Janu- rency? Have we not within our present
and technician of the Muscle Shoals ProjLudwig
Long,
'35;
Laura
Connelly,
Helen
article on technocracy 1 told him that I
ary 25 and 26, from 9 to 12 A.M. and by system the capacity of adjustment to the
Another instance of man invading womect, began a research known as "The Enwas not in the least interested in so do- Gilman, '33; Bert Coimelly, Prescott appointment.
He
an's
America."
sphere has come to light. Selvin
North
of
Survey
efficiently
as
that
of
Techergy
problems as
in Physics: See Professor Fitch.
ing. The only reason that I ant writing Ward, 33; Mrs. Sarah Thorne, Arlene
been
gathered about him a group of engineers
Have
not
hours
of
labor
nocracy?
Psychology:
See
Professor
DickinHershon
in
and Burton Mullen, the bridge
to you is to ask that you allot some space Merrill, '34; Bill Fleming, Thomas Viola, son, Thursday, January 26 from 10 to 12
and economists, who called themselves
consistently reduced under our present champions oh Oak Hall, have been chalFleming,
Helen
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33;
Mary
all
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to
be
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what
I
feel
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to
A.M. and from 2 to 4 P.M.
"Technocracy." These men made a study
system?
in Spanish: Consult notice in office of
lenged to a bridge tournament by David
prevalent belief on the part of the public '33.
i.f production, energy, and employment,
the Department.
The criticism of money as a measure
relation of engineers to this
regarding
the
charting their work to show the highs and
in Zoology: Students in Zoology, and of value since it fluctuates widely is not Brown and William Berry, also of Oak
question or movement.
Hall. The goal is 50,000 points and the
Liberal Club Will Hear
premedical students register with Dr.
lows of inflations and depressions. Soon
of value and the meYoung. 16 Coburn, from 8 to 5 P.M. daily new. The measure
winner is to have a margin of 1000 points.
It is interesting to note in that connecafter they began their work, they figured
Debts
Guyer
Talk
on
War
from Wednesday, January 25 to Thurs- dian of exchange of the Technocrats may The winners are to be entertained by the
through their charts that the United tion that the American Engineering Counday. February 2. Registration must be also fluctuate as our utilization of energy
losers in Bangor. At present, Berry and
States would have the present depression, cil which is a repre,entatiic body of
Max Guyer of the history department completed by February 3. Appointments producers increase or decrease in efficienlocal
mgineering
leading with the score 11,459regional,
and
but predicted it for 1930 instead of 1929. national.
will speak on the war debt situation at a may be made with Miss Powers, 12 Co--cy. Some form of economic planning Brown arc
burn.
States.
has
stated
10,854.
the
United
societies
in
meeting of the Liberal Club at 7:30 o'clock
Their most sensational finding has been
All other departments in Arts and Sci- within our own system will produce as
that the claims of technocrat-) are intole- tonight in 275 Stevens Hall.
ences. see Major Instructor.
that the present method of machine proeffective results.
extravagant and the Council has
CO-EDS AT CONFERENCE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
duction is so efficient that if every person rant and
At this meeting it is hoped that the
The Technocrats also err in attempting
were
adopresolutions,
which
Civil
Engineering:
Seniors
see
Profesdrawn
up
ON FOREIGN MISSIONS
between the ages of twenty-five and fortyto in- sor Sprague any time from now on; JIM- to convert theoretical attainment into
club
;may
be
outlined
plans
of
the
disavowing any responsibility fir
five available for work should work four ted,
sure a definite schedule of meetings in iors see Professor Lyon any time after practical attainability. particularly where
President
A conference of Maine college students
hours a day four days a week ten months a these claims. William S. Lee,
the future.
2 P.M. on Tuesday, Wednesday and their statistical saniple is inadequate and interested in foreign missions took place
engiAmerican
Council,
a
noted
if
the
year enough would be produced, so that if
Thursday, front now on.
in a large measure unattainable. For ex- during the past week-end at Colby Colfollowing resolution.
it were distributed properly the standard of neer, offered the
Kappa Psi Sorority To Be DisElectrical Engineering: See Professor ample. the Technocrats state that a mod- lege. Representatives of Maine, Colby,
adopted.
was
which
living would be ten times higher than it
Barrows Thursday, February 2, 8.30 to ern brick yard could produce 400,000
continued by Vote of Members
and Bates were present. The chief speak"The statements of a group of men or12, and Friday, February 3, 1.30 to 5 P.M.
was in 1929. In other words, each person
(Continued from l'age One)
bricks per man per day, but few plants at er at this convention was Raymond CurMechanical Engineering: See Profeswould have an income of $20,000 per year. ganized under the name 'technocracy'
sor Sweetser on Monday, Jan. 30, from present can produce more than 2,000 bricks rier of New York. the head of the VolunThey are very much alarmed over the have received wide publicity through the
The present members intend to form a 1.30 to 5 P.M.
per man per day. And even if theoretical- teer Movement for Foreign Missions. The
increase in production through machinery press by reason of startling predictions new society which is to be a non-fraternal
.411 Sophomores in Civil, Electrical, and ly possible the cost of transportation of Maine group was composed of Clarine
overturn
in
our
involve
a
complete
which
in the past twenty years, in which they
organization.
Mechanical Engineering register with raw material and the finished product
Coffin '32, Violet Morrison '33, Francis
Professor Weston Friday, January 27,
claim it has advanced many times the to- economic structure. These pronouncewould be impracticable.
Morrison '34. and Vivian Moors '33. The
from
9
front
engito
12
A.M.
and
as
coming
1.30
to
5
circulated
P.M..
ments,
tal advance in production for 7,(00 years
Many Magazines Are Missing
and Monday, January 30, front 1.30 to 5
Any attempt to limit man's progress in next conference will be held lucre early in
that
they
to
the
belief
neers,
have
led
previous. Pointing out that under condifrom Library
P.M.
the future by our existing power over May.
tions d competition manufacturers work represent practical engineering thought.
(continued from Page One)
.411 Freshmen in all courses in Engi- energy resources is bound to be in error.
Dictatorship"
"Propose Class
for larger production and lower costs of
neering register daily with Professor
It measures what can be done by what has
production, they claim that the largest
"Psychological Abstracts," July, 1932; Evans on Wednesday, Thursday. and Fri"Many requests for information on
been done. Who knows when the crea- data? Why dole out the alarming informcuts in the cost of production have been technocracy have come to the American "School Life," May and April, 1932; day. February 1. 2, & 3 from 9 to 12, and
ation in monthly installments in the "New
from 1 to 3 P.M. On Registration Day,
made in replacing men with machines. Engineering Council, which is the repre- "Schtml Review," October, 1932; "Scrib- February 4, they will register from 8 to tive force of the human mind may release Republic"? Let the data from which
the energy of the atom, or utilize more
Since one machine can do the work of sentative of national, regional, and local ner's." July, Oct., Nov., 1932; "World 12.
these predictions were deduced be examThe Military Department will sign effectively the energy of the sun?
many men this is obviously an efficient engineering societies in the United States. Tomorrow," Jan., 1932, Sept. 7, 1932;
ined and checked by impartial, recognized
cards
at
its
office
daily,
except
Wednesmethod of cutting costs.
If national bankruptcy is threatened in fact-finding bodies. Let us have the truth,
"The Council has endeavored to obtain "Yale Review,' Fall Issue, 1932.
day afternoons, January 25 to Saturday,
The Technocrats go further. They claim from the promoters of the Movement an
These have all disappeared since the February 4.
18 months why withhold the supporting the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
that the only hope for the world is to authoritative statement of their findings opening of college in September.
The Treasury Department will be open
for registration each day, Friday. January
abolish the present price system and re- and their program. It is significant that
27 to Saturday. February 4. inc. It is
place it with an energy system. Since the no information could be obtained beyond
Mr. Cutter, a well-known spiritualist therefore expected that
all those in posiprice system is based on the facts that what has appeared in the press.
of Boston. gave a lecture and conducted tion to do so, will register before Saturhuman wants are unlimited and therefore
WHEN IN BANGOR STOP AT
"The accepted practice among engi- a seance at the Monday meeting of Sigma day.
Place of Registration: At the Cashier's
will never be satisfied, and that human
neers of presenting new developments to Mu Sigma, honorary psychology frater- window. Alumni Hall, from Friday, Janlabor is a necessary factor in the producsome engineering society for critical study nity, held at the home of Professor Brush. uary 27 to Saturday, February 4. On
tion of wealth, these men attempt to tear
and discussion has not been followed. The Spirit messages were received by the fol- Saturday, February 4, at booth in Chapel.
down these economic laws. They claim
data and statistics brought forward in lowing : Doctor I.evinson, Professor
that machine production can not only satCHURCH NOTICE
for
magazine and newspaper articles as a Brush, Miss Hatfield, Miss Lengyel, Miss
isfy all human wants hut r an produce more
Fellowship Church
basis for speculative claims arc open to Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Smith Antes, Berla
than all the people can ever usc, and that
January 22, 1933
EXCELLENT FOOD, COURTEOUS SERVICE,
question; some of the findings have been 'Smythe, and Donald Good.
man hours per unit of production have
10:30 AM.—Service of Worship and
discredited or disproved by other investidropped to almost nothing.
CLEAN SURROUNDINGS
Preaching. Sermon theme: "The Church
gations.
ills.
Technocracy has certainly caused a
on Wheels," Dr. Sharpe. Soloist: Miss
"These statements and conclusions may
"The method of presentation has been Bettina Sullivan, Soprano,
great furor in this cotmtrs. The stateUniversity of
have the serious effect of undermining
marked by exaggerated, intolerant and Maine.
ment has been made by Technocracy that
public confidence in our present civilizago
extravagant claims.
unless something is done about the price tion,
6:30 P.M.—Young People's Sunday
and they hold out an unwarranted
system ITt the very near future the coun"They
have
capitalized
the
fears,
miserEvening Club—Students. At the Manse.
promise of a quick solution of economic
try will he thrown into chaos in less than
ics and uncertainties due to the depression Discussion between Young Men's and
eighteen months.
and have proposed a control which is, in Young Women's Groups on the subject:
.111 of these facts are hard to believe. the issuing of these letters and authoriz- effect, class dictatorship. . . ."
Permanent Waving, Marcel Waving, Finger Waving, Shampoos,
"The Sort of Man (or Woman) I Would
Not only s'm they seem incredible, but ing persons to wear them. The Athletic
Yours very truly,
Prefer to Marry." Usual social features.
Steam Scalp Treatments, Corrective Facials.
they are unpleasant. .As a result Tech- Board awards letters to men who have
.111 students invited. Closes at 8:15.
Paul Cloke, Dean
Manicures, Hair Cutting
nocracy is being attatke.1 front every served the University in athletics on
With
each
$5
worth of business a manicure given
major teams. If the letter is to have any
angle.
•
significance,
it
must
be
given
out
very
It is difficult for anyone to admit that
Everything for beauty's sake
he is wrong, so naturally economists, en- carefully and only for the highest type of
Phone 95
gineers, and puliticans are strong in their athletic service. The men who earn them
33 Main Street
Orono, Maiia
should
have
the
exclusive
right
to
wear
attacks against Technocracy. NevertheWE HAVE MANY GOOD BOOKS ON OUR SHELVES
less, we the college students, who really them.
There are numerous organizations
know very little about this world and
whose ideas are not, or should not be. too the campus that want permission to at) e
AT REDUCED PRICES
well established, ought to consider Tffh- a block "M" as an emblem of award for
service in that organization. if such per
nocracy with an ',pen mind.
mission were given, the significance
the letter wiiuld dwindle to nearly nothFor Those Who Wish to Start Their Own Library
The 'M'a Distinction
ing.
DAY OR NIGHT SERVICE
Block "M's", worn by unauthorized
It is the duty of the student body
persons are again becoming too prevalent look with disfavor on those who, either
Many students are wearing them painted through lack of forethought or throne',
on the backs of rain-coats or jackets, and an attempt to impress the "folks in t'
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT
are wearing them not only about the cam- home town." are wearing block "M's.pus but elsewhere
According to the Athletic Board ruling
The block "M" is a reward for athletic the decoration "U. M." or "U. of M."
effort. A ruling of the University gives can be worn, hut the "U" must appear
•
the Athletic Board complete control over very plainly.
173 EXCHANGE ST. !BANGOR
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Francis Lord '34 To Give
Organ Recitals in Alumni
A series of organ recitals is to be given
by Francis Lord '34 during the first week
of examinations in the Chapel of Alumni
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA ELECTS Hall. These recitals will take place on
COLL'IN FORMAL DINNER
AINMENT HOUSE OFFICERS FOR 1933
HAS FINE ENTERT
Jan. 25, 25, 27, 30, and 31. and possibly
dinner
The Beta Zeta Chapter of Lambda Chi
Colvin Hall held their formal
were Alpha held its annual election of
The
tables
evening.
officers
last Thursday
decorated in a color scheme of green and on Monday and the following men were
Pink- guests of honor were: President elected:
The
President. Carl Davis, of Biddeford;
and NIrs. Boardman, Miss Colvin. Dean Vice-President, Robert Adams, of WoodMrs.
Corbett,
and
De=
Hart,
and Mrs.
fords; Secretary, Richard Moore, of
Dean Bean. Mr. and Mrs. Moreland, Rangeley; Treasurer, Charles Sinclair, of
Sweetman.
Mrs.
and
Osgood,
Miss
1Vestbrook; Social Chairman, Andrew
After dinner, the guests were enter- Iverson, of Portland: Initiation Chairwith a recitation by Kay Small, man, Arthur
Otis, of Bridgton; and
Marcia Adelman
called At the Movies.
Steward,
Hayden
Rogers, of Bath.
SereSchubert's
played two piano solos,
All of these men with the exception of
This
Dance.
Scarf
Chaminade's
Gaa.• and
from Torn Otis are in the class of 1934. Otis is in
,eas followed by an extract
The the class of 1935.
Sawyer.
Barbara
by
given
sawyer.
with
These officers assume their duties on
conclusion
a
to
brought
program was
Walker, January 23 and serve for one year.
Jean
by
rendered
solos
piano
two
Manhattan Serenade and Trees.

211.1INE OUTING CLUB
PLANS OVERNIGHT HIKE
A meeting of the Maine Outing Club
January
ua, held Wednesday evening,
discussed
were
plans
meeting,
this
11, At
be held in the near
for an overnight hike to
future. The requirements for obtaining
were announced, and
the M.O.C. insignia
the dues to fifty
it was decided to reduce
year.
per
cents

Miss Elizabeth S. Ring, of the History
Department, began a series of weekly fifteen minute talks on current topics last
Thursday night in Balentine sun-parlor.
This first talk formed a background
for the ones which are to follow. It was
concerned with President-Elect Roosevelt
and his family, probable members of the
Cabinet, Technocracy, and Tammany

on Feb. 1 at 4:30 P.M. and will last one
half hour. Printed programs of the selections to be played will be given out before each recital.

Methodist Episcopal Church and
Wesley Foundation
"If You Were God" is the theme of the
morning sermon, Rev. Herman I). Berlew
speaking. The Student Forum this week
will be a question period, when those present will be given the opportunity to present their perplexing questions regarding
religion and life for frank facing by the
group. The Forum Hour begins at 7 .30

Fellowship Hour and luncheon from 6:30
to 7:30.

SHIRT and NECKWEAR
SALE
ALL $1.00 NECKWEAR at 550-2 for $1.00
ALL $1.50 NECKWEAR at 98('
One lot of $1.50 SHIRTS at 98c
All Others Greatly Reduced

Students are reminded that all books
PLEDGES
SEVEN NEW MEMBERS out front the Library on "Special Permis-

MAINE MASQUE

sion' 'are due on or before February 4.
Ernestine Merrill, president of the 1933. Anyone wishing to retain them for
Maine Masque, pledged seven students to work during the spring semester should
that organization between the acts of the make arrangements with the Librarian.
last Masque play, Heficia GaNer.
otherwise fines will be charged from
The students pledged are: Ruth Libby, Feb. 4.
Frank Morong, Ludwig Long, Elston InA deputation team sent out by the ,
galls. Kenneth Foster, Helen Gilman.
and Almon Cooper. Dorothy Sawyer and Maine Christian Association spent the I
Alfred Sweeney were named associate past week-end in Dexter where they spoke
members at this time.
at the Universalist and Methodist
Churches The group was composed of
Professor E. 11. Sprague. head of the Paul Langlois. Gordon Heath. Shirley
Civil Engineering Department, is attend- Young, and Christine Homer.
ing the annual convention of the American Institute of Civil Engineers held in
Patronize Our Advertisers
New York City.

STRAND THEATRE
ORONO
uf Lual Jiki hang lip
Friday, January 20

"UNDER COVER MAN"
%ith George Raft, Nancy Carroll,
Roscoe Karns, Lew Cody, Gregory
Ratoff. Two knocks on the door—
and Hell broke loose.
Saturday, January 21

"SHERLOCK HOLMES"
Conan Doyle's master detective,
Sherlock Holmes, played by Clive
Brook with Miriam Jordan and
Ernest Torrence.
Mon. & Then., Jan. 23 & 24
"A FAREWELL TO

ARMS"
by Ernest Hemingway, played with
lielen Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolph
Menjou and others. As you read
it in the hook—so you will see it on
the screen. A great picture. Don't
miss it.

THURS.-FRI -S &i
Jan. 19-20-21

RUTH CHATTERTON

Wednesday. January 25

in

"CALL HER SAVAGE"

"FRISCO JENNY"

She's back! And greater than ever!

Chatterton at her best in a role greater
than "Madame X"

MON.-TUES.-WED.
Jan. 23-24-25
ANN HARDING, LESLIE HOWARD

in

OM"
"THE ANIMAL KINGD
story
Peerless stars in a down-to-earth
of human love

Clara Bow as Dynamite, that's
what they called her. Beauteous,
primitive, impetuous, waiting to be
tamed.
Thursday, January 26
"ROCKABYE"
The dramatic heart-Cry of a Million Mothers with Constance Bennett and Joel McCrea, Paul Lukas,
and others. See Constance Bennett. "America's Ravishing Star."

PERA HOUSE11111.11111A
Bangor, Maine
Patronize Our Advertisers

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

tier

Hall.

Dr. and Mrs. G. D. Chase entertained
the members of the Latin department on

Wednesday evening at their home on
Main Street. A pleasant social evening
was enjoyed, after which refreshments
were served.

Dean Muilenburg was guest speaker at
on
a meeting of Sigma M uSigma held
Monday of last week at the home of Miss
Helen Lengyel in Orono. Dean Muilenburg discussed the psychological aspects
Dean
of religion. Among the guests were
Bean. Miss Elizabeth Foster, and Mr.
Brush.
Phi Sigma, the honorary biological
fraternity, held a meeting January eleventh at which Professor Hyland spoke on
-Figured Woods." Emily Thompson
gate a report of her trip to the Science
C.,n%ention at Atlantic City on December
27 and 28. An informal discussion followed.

NOTICE
BULLETIN BOARD
STUDENTS CRUISES
scholarship
Magazine subscription
write iinworkers and crew managers
scholmethately for very best student
publishers.
leading
of
arship offers
Permanent
Con be worked there now.
summer
alsoterritory.
positions if experienced,
foreign Collegiate
crews for U. S. and
For full details write—The
Scholarship Institute, 211P Republic
Building, Miami, Fla.
DANCE PROGRAMS

B ICON PRINTING CO.
22 State St., Bangor

Is your car winter proof?

irden

)ur FOINT7SERVICE includes
everything

Thomas Service Station
75 Main Street
POINT7SERVICE

ILLUSION:
feats
One of Iloudini's most spectacular escape
was performed with a huge milk can filled with
water. He invited persons of the audience to bring
padlocks and lock him into the can, lie got into the
can, the lid was put on and fastened with several
padlocks. A screen was placed in front of the can.
Assistants stood by with stop watches and fire axes
to save him from drowning after a certain time.
About a minute later, the screen was removed,
Houdini was seen panting and dripping ...the
padlocks remaining intact!
UPLANATION:
The usual method of escaping from a milk can is
as follows: The lid of the can is apparently securely padlocked to the lower portion, but actually the
metal band to which the staples are attached is the
top of a short inner lining. The performer, after
being locked into the can, pushes the lid upward
with hi, head and the short inner lining is forced
out of place, permitting his escape. The screen is
then removed.

Dr. F. B. Savage

Shampoos,

DENTIST
ll

39 South Main St

KEPT PUSH
IN THE WELDED
HUMIDOR PACK

Tows
tile
Tel. 179-2

kPHY
If

What exciting magic there is in cigarette
advertising!
Let's look at one of its greatest illusions
...that cigarettes can be mysteriously given
superior "etAvcat.THE tanamanomi Just three factors control the flavor of a cigarette.The addition of
artificial flavoring...the blending of various
tobaccos...and the quality of the tobaccos
themselves. Quality is the most important. Artificial flavoring can never wholly
disguise the poor flavor ofcheap tobaccos.

The blending of several cheap, raw tobaccos cannot improve the flavor of any

of them. A fine cigarette is a cigarette
blended from costly, ripe tobaccos.
It Is a fact, well known by leaf tobacco experts, that Camels are
mode from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other popular brand.

This is why the Camel flavor has never
been rivaled... why Camels have given
more pleasure to more people than any
other cigarette ever made.
In more costly tobaccos lies the secret of
Camels'delicate "bouquet"...of their rich,
cool flavor—of their non-irritating mildness.
It's the tobacco that counts.
All the natural goodness of Camel's tobacco is kept fresh and rich for you by the
air-tight, welded Humidor Pack. Don't remove it. Its moisture-proof cellophane also
protects your Camels from dust and germs.
Put a pack in your pocket today.

you are particular about
Ceerrigla. 1533.11. lipirla Tobago Compalif
your hair cuts

IN • MATCHLESS

BLEND

Hear 0

FROSH VANQUISH E.M.C.S. Fresh Traders To
26-22 FOR 3RD STRAIGHT Meet South Portland
—•---

Woodbury Leads Team
In Closely Fought
Spectacle
Scoring their third consecutive win in
as many starts, the Freshman A hoopstera
turned back a gamely fighting Bucksport
Seminary quintet, 26-22, at the Armory
last night before a large crowd. Woodbury and Johnstone turned in their usual
brilliant performance for the yearlings,
while Toby and Dillon excelled for the
E.M.C.S. team.
Summary:
E.M.C.S. (22)
MAINE (26)
if, Cassidy, 1 (1)
Dunlevy, 1, if
Insani
Raymond, 2
If, Toby, 5 (1)
Woodbury, 4 (I), If
Dillon, 3 (2)
Johnstone, 3 (1), c
Blackwell
rg, Johnson
Flagg, rg
Doherty, 1
Ig, Bliss
McAlary, 1,1g
Breslaw
Referee: Wallace

FROSH B TEAM EKES OUT
16-14 WIN OVER DEXTER
Fighting down repeated rallies, the
Maine Freshman Team B nosed out a
stubborn but inexperienced Dexter High
team 16-14, Saturday night at the indoor
gymnasium. Dexter led 9-6 at the end
of the half. Bearse then put on a scoring
spree to tie the score and send the frosh
into the lead. But the fighting Dexterites
again tied it up, and when the vistors almost took the lead, Duncan, star forward
who had been ill, was inserted into the
game and his beautiful long shot broke the
deadlock. Kenney then dropped one in
for the frosh to offset a long one made by
Ilucknam. right guard of the visitors, who
was a thorn in the side of the freshmen all
evening. The game ended a monent later
with the score 16-14.

SPORTS SPIELS
By BOB BERG
This thing called depression is sure
playing havoc in the athletic programs of
the college ranks with the result that the
athletic boards of leading colleges have
taken drastic measures to meet their large
overhead expenses by suspending several
spring sports and cutting the salaries of
the coaching staff. At Syracuse University, baseball, crew, lacrosse, and outdoor
track have been abolished for the coming
season. Even the Poughkeepsie regatta,
most picturesque of all of intercollegiate
rowing events, will not be rowed on the
Hudson this year. Because of their depleted funds for athletic activities Colgate
has limited inter-college spring sports
while Cornell will not attempt to put a
crew on the water. Few schools are escaping the threat of curtailment of some
part of their sport programs.
• • • • • •
Here at Maine we are indeed fortunate
in having a man in charge of the athletic
situation, who with the aid of the athletic
board is able to maintain a self-balancing
budget each year despite the effects of the
depression. Theodore S. Curtis, faculty
manager of athletics, by careful management and foresight has been able to refrain from making any radical changes
in the sports activities of the university,
and has seen to it that the financial end of
the athletic situation is breaking even.
One of the chief reasons for Maine's ability to avoid the depression in sports is

After a long period of strenuous practice and careful grooming under the eye
of Coach Jenkins. the freshman track
team will see action in the first of its winter schedule of dual meets Saturday afternoon at the Armory when it takes on
South Portland High.
Although the team is noticeably weak in
the distance rizu, Coach Jenkins is confident that the strength of his men in the
weight and field events will offset this
handicap, and he predicts that his charges

that the athletic moguls, instead of waiting until the end of the year, meet unfavorable conditions as they occur. Whenever necessary, the board gets together
and readjusts the sports budget and curbs
where it is essential. In this way, the
board is capable of overcoming the financial difficulties and allowing Maine athletic teams to enjoy the fine schedules and
activities that they always had in the past.

will give a good account of themselves in
their indoor meets this season.
One of the men upon whom the coach
is relying strongly in the dashes is Donald
Huff. Huff won the hundred in the
Christmas Handicap meet against some
of the strongest competition the school
had to offer. Another prospect who is
expected to develop into a first class dash
man is Elmer Sisco who took third in the
hundred in the Christmas races.
In the hurdles, the outstanding candidate thus far is Mel Goulette. Under the
tutelage of the track coach he has developed emarkably, and is expected to be a
valuable asset to the team.
James "Pinky" O'Connor has shown
himself to be the leading contender in the
quarter and half mile distances. In both
the sophomore and Christmas meets he
ran against the Black brothers, Ken and
Ernie, and forced them all the way.
Myron Collette, shot heaver, is expected to have little difficulty in holding up
Maine's end in this event. In the interclass meet he tossed the shot 47 feet. The
winning distance for the shot in the South
Portland-Bowdoin Frosh meet last Saturday was only 36 feet. Collette is also a
valuable hurdler, winning the hundred

To Dress Well at Small Cost
Visit

15 Central Street
BANG0a, MAINE
DISCOlita to U. of M. Students

Kenneth Ireland will be the yearling
team's best hope in the broad jump. He
is likewise a valuable high jumper, and
will be aided in that event by Perkins.
In the pole vault the first year men will
be represented by Gross and Richter,
who tied for first in the freshman-sophomore meet.
In the distance runs, Coach Jenkins is
placing his hopes on Ives, Beal, and Hirshon. All of these men won their numerals in cross country, and have showed
up well in practice thus far.
Dean Cloke is to attend the annual
convention of the American Institute oi
Electrical Engineers in New York City,
Jan. 23-27.

191 Exchange St., Bangor, Maine

"We Dress You NVell and Save You Money"
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO
School of Dentistry
Established 1892
The next annual session will begin July 3rd, 1933. A three-year course
of instruction is offered, quarter plan, leading to the degree of Doctor of
Dental Surgery. The course is recognized as class A by the University of
the State of New York and the Dental Educational Council of America.
There are many new features in the curriculum which are outlined in the
catalogue. An abundance of clinical material is provided at the school and
at the hospitals. Classes are limited in number. Catalogue mailed upon request.
For further information address

School of Dentistry
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25 Goodrich St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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SPECIAL UNTIL JANUARY 31st
Regular $7.00 Frederics Permanent for $4.00

BROCKWAY'S
FLOWER SHOP

yard low hurdle race in the soph-frosh
meet.
Another brilliant performer in the field
events is Jack Thompson. Thompson has
scored a first and second in the discus and
shot, respectively, against some of the
strongest competition of the University.
Along with Thompson in the field events,
rank Dana Sidelinger and George Frame.
Frame won the hammer throw in the
Christmas Handicap. Sidelinger has
shown unusual ability in the weight, and
with practice may develop into a first rate
discus heaver.
Arthur Roberts easily ranks first among
the frosh javelin throwers, and is slated
to carry on next year for the varsity. He
took first in this event in both the interclass and the handicap meet.

University Beauty Shoppe
STRAND THEATRE

II! Is..

Service unexcelled
Pretty, efficient, and courteous waitresses
Your choice—a vivacious brunette or a pleasing red head
SPECIAL
Dates--l90 lb.

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
ORONO

JO MUTTY ELECTED CO-ED
RIFLE TEAM CAPTAIN
The officers of the Girls' Rifle Team
for the coming year were elected at a
meeting in Balentine Hall Wednesday
mon. They are as follows: M. Josephine
Mutty, captain; Doris Hutchinson, manager; and Mildred Haney, secretarytreasurer.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
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Four terms of sloven weeks aro gives
each year. Those may be taken consecutively (M.D. Is Woo yearn w
throo terms may bo taken each year
(M.D. is tour years). The *strata,
requirements aro latallletenco, character and at least two yews of ceding*
work, includiag the nalsjocts
for Grads A Medical &awns. Catalogues and application forms may be
obtainod from tho Dam
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HEN I work hard, I usually
smoke more; and when I smoke
more,I usually work harder—and that's
why I want a cigarette that's milder."

"W

We use in Chesterfield Cigarettes
mild, ripe Domestic and Turkish tobaccos which have been aged and re-aged.
These good tobaccos in Chesterfield
are used in the right proportions—that's
a very important matter.

The Arrow

GORDON
$196 SOLID
In WHITE and ha
COLORS

These good tobaccos in Chesterfield
are blended and cross-blended—welded
together; that, too, helps to make a
milder cigarette with better taste.
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There's nothing cooarter tads,
than the oxford shirt with bee.
ton-down collar. And dines
no finer oxford shirt than iha
Arrow Gordon. Ws expertly
styled—beautifully tailored—
with the snug. trim collar thi
seems to be an Arrow copy.
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VIRGIE'S
THEY'RE MILDER —THEY TASTE BETTER
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